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No.Name Observation
1 Shraddha Chandrasekharan The logo has letter ‘ka’ in Sanskrit which is the first letter of the word katham. As 

katham.in is an inward journey, of seeking the infinity that leads to nothingness. 
Similarly, the symbol in logo has infinity symbol blended within letter ‘ka’ inside a 
circle implying zero(nothingness). This is my own naive interpretation sir. I watched 
your video which provoked me to get into the inward journey.

2 Akshay Kanoria Hello Sir,  I am extremely excited to see the Katham initiative. I saw first video 
yesterday. For challenge posted, I feel it's word khatam written in logo.. for example, 
'k' in hindi in center of logo...

3 Dinesh Babu Sir, my quick answer - believe this is the Sanskrit Ka, the devanagari script, 
representing katham and to emphasize the inner nature it's encircled.  As a overkill on 
the observation, the un-joint end of the RHS ellipse is curved inward compared to the 
actual Ka. It also looks like a person smiling - head with split, eyes, nose and a big 
smiling wide mouth or a big moustache. 

4 Ananthapadmanabhan Namaste Dinesh ji. My interpretations (guided by what has been inculculated in me 
through the traditional teachings) 1.  "Ka" Bheejam - Refers to The Creator (Brahma/ 
Supreme Personality depending on the Sampradaya one belongs to), Aathma etc. 2. 
From 0 to Infinity through Jnana / Bhakthi/ Karma (0 is the circle, infinity the Ka, the 
centre line signifying the ascension) 3. There are other interpretations such as 
Katham in Sanskrit is How. Namaste.

5 Asha Raghavan ok..ok. i just saw ur web page...designed widbd help of adinetra? katham in sanskrit/ 
hindi represents d for dinesh & k for kumar joined to form hindi ka? who did it for u? 
for now...nascent thots( not for the sake of competition)..(nor hv i discussed with 
anyone..) 1.  a lady's face, dk..which r 2 eyes and a thilakam ( a vertical line tht joins 
dk...may I call her lakshmi(daya..wuth her anugraham) OR shakthi .. her giving 
invisible indefatigable energy to pursue this sadana perenially and uninterrupted. dk ( 
please read it as the logo)...dk (is The creator..dinesh kumar) & the empty space 
around it is actuators who are the team of logo makers, the readers who give inputs, 
people at home. 4. dk. the lens through which we see/ imagine, soak in, drink in & 
shoot at u faqs!!!. The demystification: 1. A lady's face as seen in 'ka' (in 
hindi/sanskrit) which are the two eyes, a 'tilakam,’ a vertical line which joins 'ka'. This 
lady is Lakshmi, the Goddess with her overpowering eyes spilling 'daya' & 
'anugraham' OR This lady is Shakti flooding cavernous energy to pursue the 
'saadhana' uninterrupted. 2. the devnagri 'ka' is dk as in dinesh kumar (the creator) & 
the empty spaces are the actuators: a. the team which created the logo, b. the 
readers who gave the inputs, c. the family members 3. 'ka' is a pair of lens through 
which the readers imagine, drink in, soak in & shoot FAQs. 

6 Sashi Kumar Nair Namaste Guruji. The logo means to me as 1. क 2. Stree / purusha (with nama) roopa 
3. Universe. The circle is our universe. Line is divided into 2 parts: 1. The ocean of a 
knowledge and scriptures written by our Guru's 2. Our literacy to understand the 
scriptures is incomplete. Guruji, may be vague...but... We can also interpret it as 
death and birth cycle. Universe around dh (your name). 

7 Dr. Rammohan Here is my first interpretation after looking at that symbol. Also it gives me the 
confidence for most of the questions in Samskrita: Kriya, karthru, & answers all the 
questions kaha etc..🙏🙏 Kathaagre Vasate Lakshmi, Kathamadhye Sarasvati 
|Kathamuule Tu Govindah Nirantharam  Katham darshanam ||

8 V. Ranganathan Namaskaram. I like the logo. All our speaches are  starting or generating through 
khanta(throat) if I am wrong please correct me. I am learning a lot from your post. 
Regards.

9 Vivekananda Babar This gives me impression of something like "Inquisitive" reminds me similarities with 
symbol of Vastu Purusha....

10 Jagadiswari Shanmugam: A baby  beteeen the moon and earth meditating. Hindi letter ka for katham. Brain has 
left & right hemispheres to think of God. d dinesh h harur in the universe. 

11 Ram Kumar Kaushik Hello sir, it seems to me the KATHAM logo human   face, eyes, nose, head with Tilak 
and looks like maa kaali face at first look. Another things English alphabet d, h , o, I, & 
number 1,8,0 , symbol  infinity  & Hindi me ka word.
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12 Shashank Agrawal The logo is indeed beautiful and carries a great depth. From my limited knowledge 

and wild imagination I can see multiple meanings and interpretations embedded in it 
which could be both intended or otherwise. Here are some of my own: 1). At the first 
look, it looks like a devi is  meditating with her eyes closed and focused on Agya 
Chakra. 2). Top view taken from the throat (because the letter "Ka" is pronounced 
from the throat) with Sushumna at the center and Ida and pingala in either sides, both 
leaving very minimal space for the central nadi. 3). The three circles appearing in the 
picture with black around white might represent the darkness or ignorance revolving 
continuously and finally merging into supreme. 4). The two triangles represent that 
both left and right brains are getting activated as a result of deep meditation. 5). If the 
two lobes of ignorance represent man and woman, the path to the supreme at the top 
centre isn't through by shaking hands (since the right lobe of letter "Ka" is not 
complete) but through the sides messaging thereby that everyone has to cover their 
journey by oneself and alone. (I remember you had described this to me once during 
an event). 6). The creator always has his helping hand (umbrella at the center) and 
blessings on all of us equally while we are sailing through the black bhavasagar in the 
boat at the bottom center. Moreover, the Guru on the right is also holding the umbrella 
along with the creator for the shishya on the left, which beautifully conveys the 
message of Gururbrahma, Gururvishnu, Gururdevomaheshwarah and also guru 
govind dono khade, kake laage paanye, balihari guru aapne govind diyo bataye. The 
black vertical bar at the center also looks like an invisible divine bond between any 
two persons of the world. 7). Kid sleeping peacefully inside the most protective 
environment, ie the mother's womb, in a horizontal position with face down (towards 
left) and umbilical cord connected to both the mother in a visible (white) way and the 
Creator too in an invisible (black) way. 8). The white represents everythingness and 
black represents nothingness, Shiva, present simultaneously around and at the core 
too. 9). The letter "Ka" looks like Om also, tilted 90 degree acw.

13 Manan Gupta I know this sounds really naive of me to interpret it like that but I believe the logo 
indicates the first letter of katham in hindi that is क. And the circle around it depicts the 
uniformity and indicates that it embraces all! And is not limited to certain class of 
people.! Thanks! P.s - my desperate try for the t-shirt 😝

14 Sowjanya, a ninth grader: I feel like it a hindi alphabet (ka) inside a circle. Or it could mean stay clam whatever 
happens as life is like a circle. 

15 Ganesh S: A person (vertical line) trapped inside the world of Maya (circle) tightened by chain of 
sorrows. By exploring the truth, he is trying to release the chain...

16 Srinivasan A. V.: Outer Circle: Represent (0-shunya) represents ‘Emptiness’, which has a deep 
connection with Spirituality. Infinite Symbol: Soul or spirit exists for ever and hence 
the symbol infinity. It is an easy term to to conceptualize God. Spirituality itself is 
‘Infinity’. Letter I inside the circle: Represents ‘Self.’ The gap between I & Infinite 
symbol: Get yourself ‘Inside’. Words: Katham & Be Here Now: Come to Katham to 
feel thy ‘Present’.

17 Dr. Dhananjay Tambe: Needless to acknowledge how informative and insightful these posts are to me. About 
the logo:  I see the logo as a graphical representation of legs crossed in padmasana 
and the spine in the middle. I read this graphic as a being engaged a meditative state 
(a state helping one experience the infinity) and a state that establishes a channel of 
enlightenment with the brain via the spine. In the graphic, the brain is not a small 
roundish object, but rather a circle which envelopes (reinforces) the process that 
helped it attain the enlightenment.

18 Krishan Kumar This gives me impression of a face of a person / being trying to know katham of so 
many questions of this life by introspecting inwards.. middle   क  states Katham and क 
with circle around deciphers a face of person having wide eyes to have katham.in for 
all queries of life!

19 Rajesh: In first glance, the logo looks like " Spiritual eyes through which you can see the 
world". Thanks for your efforts to make us understand this dimension of life"🙏🙏

20 Priya Vijayakumar Logo demystification  of Katham website..the logo is apt and mesmerizing. The first 
impression is a divine face staring at us with distinct eyes and half moon  shaped 
lovely lower part of the face.One can't ignore the link of Nothingness (0) to 
Everythingness ( ♾  ) from eye to eye. Nevertheless the face of Kathakali hero with 
significant eye rolling movements also comes to the mind. The devanagri letter" ka" is 
very evident. The subtle dichotomy of mind(brain) is also note worthy of the logo.
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21 Dr. Vinyas Mahesh First thing that strikes to my mind is, those who are trapped in their own world filled 

with various emotions, sorrows etc and feeling suffocated needs to just open a bit of 
inner eye to look into themselves. Then the true meaning of "infinity" in one's own life 
will be realised. 

22 Jaikiran Easwaran The outer ring implies O 'nothingness.' The infinity symbol implies 'everythingness.' 
The vertical line could be taken as unity. Everything & nothingness are one & the 
same. The ka script is more of a personal touch to the website the starting letter of 
'Katham'🙏🏼 This is what I inferred after reading through your daily posts.🙏🏼If I 
had missed anything please do elaborate.

23 Dr. Rajashree AN WOW ... that’s one fantastic Logo.. which has innumerable connotations ... at the 
outset I would like to demystify two thoughts abt the Logo. 1. The entire Logo consists 
of the Hindi alphabet used to write KATHAM .. “tha” being represented as it’s mirror 
image 😉 2. English alphabets “d” & “h” in a circle ⭕ , representing ur name !! 3. 
Which could also be derived as Half infinity symbol resonating much with your 
eigenmode 😇 4. Grossly I see a face with closed eyes ....could be a depiction of your 
meditative mode towards inner journey.  😌 I am waiting for my T-Shirt or anything 
similar. ☺ ☺

24 Kunal Bavikar I thought on the logo & this is what I feel. - First the background black & white 
combination shows the combination of good & evil that exists with in everyone & it 
goes hand in hand. It is like without dark there will not a light and vice versa - Second 
the infinity symbol with a small opening show their is a way to moksha -And overall it 
shows like a person who is looking to us, this shows that if you look carefully in this 
world you will get the answer. Overall the logo is a combination of peace symbol with 
a message of mokha and answers from the infinity question. That is what I feel sir 😅. 
It may be completely wrong as well. 😅 Thank you sir! It will be my pleasure. I would 
definitely like to know what it exactly means from the perspective of the creator!

25 Dr. Prapanch Nair In addition to the obvious reveal of the devanagiri "ka" in the logo, I see three things 
superimposed. 1) Me: Me, you or the brahman, indicated by a pair of eyes meditating 
with focus along their pituitary gland, where the tilak is or the Namam is, centered 
between the two eyes. 2) Here: The symbol infinity, cut by the central vertical line. 
Infinity, indicating the expanse of this universe, the vertical line indicating the position 
where I (refer point 1) am located at all times, who is always at the mid point of his 
experience of the infinite. 3) Now: I see a clock indicating the twelve o clock, 
suggestive of a zero offset from the now, with access, of course to the past and 
future, but only allowed by the I in point 1. I therefore see the theme of your website in 
the logo, this way. Additionally, I see an agglomeration of two scripts, the ka from 
devanagiri and the o indicating the sound 'am' from a Dravidian script, perhaps to 
dispel any myths around a split history of our  origins. I am perhaps stretching too far 
on this last point, but my curiosity takes me there. I hope you are doing well, and it 
was a pleasant surprise to stumble upon your project and experience your spiritual 
lecture first, before I got a chance to listen to one of your technical lectures. I have 
only learned of them through Sathis. PS: I tried a few ways to get the response to 
you. Perhaps emailing you was not intended. But I only have 24 hours, so I better 
push.

26 Vignesh Mahalingam 1. The Devanāgari क and Vatteɻettu க 😌 2. An 👽 alien face with no mouth🤔 from 
the black portion, a smiling person from the white portion😃 3. The tending to 
infinity→ ∞ symbol 4. The life cycle that ends in Mōkśa 5. The choking Malacca strait 
portion of the string of pearls🤣 6. The bipolar 21st century denoted by just two 
contrasting colours-black & white. 7. The recursive nature of politics in human 
behaviour.

27 Rajnish Mallick Sir, one think which immediately strikes the mind is, your insignia as a reflection of 
name initials: dh; in a formatted style which also comply with the eternal energy, 1. 
which also symbolizes a key as it opens door to knowledge. 2. It is close yet open to 
receive and disseminate the best to justify our existence.


